We prove that the direct sum and the product of countably many copies of 
en sorne special features of the spaces LP[0, 11,1 < p < oc, and en flie fact that the Haar-system is an unconditional basis in such spaces (the Haar-system is only a basis of L' [0, 1] ; there is no unconditional basis in L' [0,1]!). Actually, ja order to obtain our results we will use sorne known facts abont a special class of operators on L' [0, 1] , the so-called E -operators (see [6] ), together with a method given in [9] .
For other examples ofprirnary non-Banacli Fréchet spaces, we refer the reader te [1] , [2] , [4] , 151, [9] and [10] . We will use standard tenninology (like e.g. 171, [8] and [9] ). lix particular, br two locally convex spaces E and F, we write E~F and E < F to mean respectively that E is topologically isornorphic to F or te a complernented subspace of F. Finally, we put L' -L'[0, 11.
Preliminaries
We recail sorne definitions and facís which will he used later on. (e) max j E~' -.0 as n-.oc.
Definition 1 ([6]). A bush is a sequence (Eg)
,
1<t<Mn
Here E j denotes the Lebesgue measure ola mesurable subset E C /0,11.
Definitian 2 ([6]). Let T :
- 
and pdn) 1
(1)
comnute, where r,, (resp. s,,) denotes the map associated with Ph(,,)P (resp. Ph(rOQ).
and
Tben, by (1), as it 18 easy to veri~r, we obtain that, Now, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that for each is aix E-operator and ¡«it) = ti + 1, hQi) = u. Thus, we have that the following diagram
Pn,n+l commutes for each it.
Because rllsot is aix E-operator, by 
Continuing un this way, we inductively obtain that for each u there
T=í O of E',, aud a proso that p,,,,,~1(X,,+í) = X,,. Now, u we form the projective limit X of the spaces Xn with respect to the restriction maps Pn-1,n X,, -.
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we see that X c E', X (Ll)N. Moreover, by using (2), we see that the
is a projection onto X. Therefore, we have the situation (Lí)N < E' < (Ll)N which gives, by using Pelczyinski's decomposition method, that E' (Lí)N and hence the proof is complete. Moreover Ibis completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 1.
It follows ftom assuinption that E' is a quojection (because it is a quotient of (Lí)N)) and Eh < (LCÍI(N)
(¡oo)(N). Ihus Theorem 2.1 of [9] implies that one of the cases (1) e (iv) mnst occur. lii particijiar, when the case (iv) occurs, by the aboye lemnia, we get that E' contains a complemented copy of (1)N.
Remark. We observe that, for a Ftéchet space E, the fact the dual of E is a countable direct snm of Banach spaces (thus the bidual is a contable product of Banach spaces) ¿oes not necessarily imply that E is a countable product of Banach spaces. The second author and Metafune [11] constructed examples of quojections which are not countable products of Banach spaces but whose duals are countable direct sums of Banach spaces. Thus case (iv) need not imply that tlie complemented subspace E' is a countable product of Banach spaces.
Complemented subspaces of (Li)(N)
We denote by (Lí)(N) the sum of countably many copies of L'. In particular, the space (Lí)(Ñ) can be represented as the inductive limit of the Banach spaces e~L 1L' with respect to the linking maps 
.2k(n).4-i,k(n)Ã
lso recail that if E a complemented subspace of (Lí)(N>, E is 811 LB-space and hence we may represent it as the strict inductuve limit of the Banach spaces E,, = En (eL 1L').
Theorem 2. The space (Lí)(N) is priman,.
Proof. We suppose that (Lí)(N) = E' e O with P projection from (Lí»IN> onto E' and kerP = O. Put Q = I-P. Then, E' = iitd ,,F,, (resp.
)).
Clearly ( is the canonical inclusion. By Remark 1 th(1),i us aix E-operator and, hence, either P 1 or Qi is aix E-operator. Also, jnÑ-í is aix E-operator Clearly, ff we now form the unductuve limit X of the Banach spaces >4, = eL1H~with respect to the canonical inclusions X,, -~X,,~q, we see that X CE E and X
(Ll)(N).
To conúlude the proof we have to show that X < E' and again to apply Pelczynski's decomposition method. Then we proceed 88 follows. 
